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IRB proposal title:

Principal Investigator:

Original approved IRB research dates:
[if it has been more than 3 years, please resubmit entire proposal]

******************************************************************************
Provide below a brief (1-2 paragraph) update addressing the current status of the study.
Attach a copy of the original IRB approval letter.

******************************************************************************

This research protocol:  [ ] remains ongoing (open to additional enrollment).
[ ] remains ongoing (permanently closed to additional enrollment; subjects continue to undergo protocol-related treatment(s)/interactions(s) and follow-up).
[ ] remains ongoing (permanently closed to additional enrollment; all subjects discontinued from protocol-related treatment(s)/interaction(s); collection of follow-up data continues). Renewal may be expedited.
[ ] remains ongoing (all protocol-related enrollment, treatment(s)/interactions(s) and follow-up completed; data analysis continues). Renewal may be expedited.

******************************************************************************
I certify that the above information is correct: